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Ref. Peter H. Jones (2013), Design for Care: Innovating Healthcare Experience, 
Rosenfeld Media, Brooklyn, New York. [fig. 6.1, page 173]
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Open innovation
‘… open exchange, collaborating participation, 
rapid prototyping, transparency, meritocracy 
and community engagement.’
Ref. http://opensource.com/resources/what-open-source
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Open innovation
‘… where contributors work together as a 
community, building on each other’s work, to 
arrive at the best solution to a complicated 
problem.’
Ref. Whitehurst (2015), The Open Organisation: Igniting Passion and Performance, 
Harvard Business Review Press, Boston, Mass. [pages 6-7]
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Open organisations
‘… able to respond more quickly because they 
have access to a collective knowledge and the 
ability to make use of it.’
Ref. Foster (2014) The Open Organisation: A New Era of Leadership and Organisational 
Development, Gower Publishing Ltd, Surrey, UK - [pages 20-21]
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Making sense of the research
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We combined our research to get  
the best possible overview of the hospital. 
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We combined our research to get  
the best possible overview of the hospital. 
Returned to areas for deeper investigation
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Entry Diagnosis Treatment Recovery Discharge
• people are not
 aware of their health
• not well educated
• waste of doctors time
 (and resources)
people that don‘t need
to go to the hospital




• possible waste of time and beds
• information is not well fitted to patient • doesn’t help the patient
• waste of doctors timeno understanding of diagnosis
confusion, panic, stess
• no activity
• unpleasant, noisy, busy, strange environment







• no additional info given to the family • waste of
 doctors time
• relatives cannot
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* Data from NHS Report Peak Information Transfer
Reliability
Information ReliabilityInf r ation journey
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Developed design outcomes through feedback
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 - How clearly was the information transmitted?
K: KNOWLEDGE
 - How accurate was the information received?
T: TRUST
 - How well did people rely on the information that was 
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